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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Harvey and North are play fighting! 

	 In the incredible video above, Harvey and North were seen play 
fighting with each other pretty roughly. This is odd behavior for them both - 
Harvey and North don’t usually play this much at a time. And, this video is 
priceless footage of what some cats call “rare Harvey” which means that 
these positions don’t happen often with Harvey. However, both Harvey and 
North are being interviewed because of this incredible feat of play fighting. Harvey has expressed 
that “I felt like getting my body moving, and it was a great way to bond with North. However, I might 
have accidentally dislocated North’s left front paw, and I don’t feel to good about that.”


	 North, on the other hand is feeling a little embarrassed about the play fighting. He said 
“while we were play fighting, Smoke was filming the think with his catPhone. I don’t think it’ll be too 
good for my reputation, because people don’t want to hang around with a cat who got beat up by a 
grandfather age cat. However, once those cats see who I was play fighting with close up, they’ll 
congratulate me for lasting that long.”
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Image above - Harvey 
and North, resting after 
their play fight.
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	 “I’m no behaviorist,” says Mavis, a 
former supervisor for North, “but I know enough 
to say that Harvey and North felt the call of the 
wild coursing through their veins. Or maybe not. 
Maybe my puzzlement was the thing that 
flunked that behavior exam... - but wow! Harvey 
has proven to be a formidable fighter, by fighting 
and beating Lemon and North.”


	 That sure is true! However, Harvey claims 
to have learned all his battle moves from a civil 
war video game with no rifles or guns after a 
couple of tweaks to the game by Ice, who 
Harvey hired to change it. But still, it’s really cool 
to see Harvey, 8 year old Harvey, up and 
moving, getting his blood pumping again!


	 After North’s battering, Naya stepped up 
and asked if Harvey would play fight with her. 
Harvey agreed, and Naya let a nasty grin spread 
across her face. However, that grin disappeared 
when the fight started. Determination took its 
place. Harvey and Naya circled each other. 
Suddenly, Harvey leaped, and Naya dodged. 
However, Harvey moved to the right with precision and when Naya came to 
meet him (eventually) he slid under her front paws, heaved her in the air, and 
slammed her down somewhat gently. And then, before Naya could react, 
Harvey pinned her down with both chubby forelegs. Naya didn’t struggle. She 

just gaped. The thoughts going through her 
mind were “who is this cat?”


	 Harvey let Naya go and walked away 
nonchalantly. Mavis however, was thinking 
back to other memories of cats that she had 
wrestled with. She eventually thought of a 
match. But no. It couldn’t be true. Could it be 
possible, just a little bit possible, that Harvey 
was The Muscle, the only wrestler that Mavis 
had ever been defeated by, the only wrestler 

that had more trophies than her! Could it be Harvey? However, Mavis didn’t 
have time to think before she passed out.


	 Subscribe again for more about Harvey’s secret life!
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Image above - Harvey, 
watching North 
closely as he moves 
around during their 
play fighting.

“I officially 
apologize to 
Harvey for all the 
times I called 
him a geezer.” 

 - NAYA, WHO’S DUMBSTRUCK BY 
HARVEY’S FIGHTING SKILLS
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